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Quizzing Strategy Talks are designed to help your quizzers become more efficient learners and better in-match quizzers.  

It is broken down into two different types of strategy: Study Strategy and Match Strategy. The Study Strategy lessons 

each have an additional worksheet that accompanies them.   

Study Strategy Talks teach quizzers skills that will be invaluable not only in quizzing but also in the educational and 

career world.   

Match Strategy Talks focus on learning what to do in a match to be the best that your team can be.   

Quizzing Strategy Talks are recommended to be used during practice time to supplement and aid in studying.  Keep 

your quizzers involved by asking them questions throughout and engaging them in the activities. Suggested questions 

and activities are included.  The Match Strategies are most effective when used in order.  The Study Strategies are most 

effective when Study Strategy (1) is used first.   
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Study Strategy (1) – Know Your Learning Style 

It’s important to know your main learning styles in order to choose the most effective study habits 

Four Main Types of Learning Styles- you may prefer a mixture of one or more types 

o Visual 

o Auditory 

o Read/Write 

o Kinesthetic 

 Knowing your learning style allows you to choose study methods that are most effective for you 

 VARK Learning Styles Test- College of Charleston Center for Student Learning 

o Ask the quizzers "What is your learning style?" 

 Different study strategies based on your learning style 

o Ask each learning style  "How can you use your learning style to make studying the most effective?" 

o Visual 

 Use Graphic Organizers (see Study Strategy (3)) to outline/summarize the material 

 Create a picture that sums up the chapter and use a highlighter to draw it in behind the text 

 You will relate every verse in the chapter to this picture allowing you to very quickly identify 

which chapter a verse is from 

 Highlight, circle or underline important information 

 Visualize the story as you study 

 Create a rough “comic book” sketch of the material 

 Use the video version (if available) from acmequiz.com 

o Auditory 

 Use the audio version to listen to the material 

 Use the video version (if available) from acmequiz.com 

 Read aloud (changing speed periodically) 

 Ask yourself questions out loud as you read through the material 

 Use study groups to discuss material 

 Have someone quiz you verbally 

 Come up with songs to remember the material 

o Read/Write 

 Read silently  

 Rewrite the major points/concepts of the material 

 Make lists of things in common 

 Complete chapter worksheets/crosswords from acmequiz.com 

 Write your own questions and answer them 

 Use outlines to organize the material 

 Summarize the chapter in one or two short paragraphs 

o Kinesthetic 

 Use study groups 

 Use flashcards 

 Study while walking around/exercising (use the audio version) 

 Act out the material (hitting on the major events/concepts) 

 Come up with songs to remember the material 

 Draw Graphic Organizers to outline/summarize the material 

 Complete chapter worksheets/crosswords from acmequiz.com 



Study Strategy (2) – Time Commitments: Where does your time go? 

Everyone starts the week with the same number of hours. So where does all my time go? Let’s find out. 

Be sure to help guide your quizzers through this and help them make reasonable choices.  Often times they will tend to 

be over zealous and think they can cut out all sorts of things to make time for quizzing.  While that seems nice, it ends up 

discouraging the quizzer when they realize it's not as feasible as it sounded.   

 Ask the quizzers "Do you feel like you never have enough time? Where do you think most of your time goes?" 

 Pass out the Time Commitment worksheet – College of Charleston Center for Student Learning 

o If the # of hours to study is positive, then you can plan to use this much time to study (be careful not to 

plan all your time, down time is necessary) 

o If the # of hours to study is negative, then you need to consider spending less time in certain lower 

priority areas to find time for studying and down time 

 Items to consider 

o Everything takes longer than we think - plan extra time 

o Down time is important 

o Think about ways to combine some of your tasks (social needs can be meet over meals/tv) 

o Ask the quizzers "What are some ideas you have to more effectively use your time?" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Study Strategy (3) – Graphic Organizers 

Graphic Organizers are useful for Visual, Read/Write and Kinesthetic learners.  The type you want to use will depend on 

your learning type and on the material you want to diagram.  They easily show relationship, among ideas, chronology 

and how things work. Try to do this Study Strategy when studying a chapter where multiple organizers would be useful.   

 Why take the time to use a graphic organizer? 

o Ask the quizzers "What is a graphic organizer? How do you think graphic organizers can help you in 

quizzing or in school?" 

o It is easier to remember a picture or chart than lots of writing 

o It takes more brain power to figure out how to create a graphic organizer than it does to simply read the 

material. Therefore, you remember the material better 

o Graphic organizers can help you make relationships and connections that you would not make 

otherwise.  Therefore, you remember the material better 

o It is easier to remember the material when it is split into groups 

 See Graphic Organizer worksheet - College of Charleston Center for Student Learning 

o This explains each type of graphic organizer and when to use each 

o Graphic Organizers by learning type 

 Visual- Graphic organizers on the whole are good for visual learners but the best are: 

 Sketch 

 Web 

 Time Line 

 Chain 

 Read/Write- Graphic organizers on the whole are good for Read/Write learners but the best are: 

 Chart 

 Tree 

 Kinesthetic- Any and all graphic organizers are good for kinesthetic learners because it makes 

them active in learning.  

o Based on the quizzer's learning style, have them pick a Graphic Organizer and apply it to a chapter or 

section of scripture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Study Strategy (4) – Memory and Retention 

How do I learn something so that it sticks? You might think studying comes naturally, but that's not usually the case.  

Spending just a few minutes talking about some studying basics could prove very beneficial for your quizzers.  

Use the Memory and Retention worksheet - College of Charleston Center for Student Learning 

 Three study tips 

o Keep up- Memorizing academic material does not happen in one massive study session.  Learn new 

material and review old material early and often 

 Ask the quizzers "What are some review methods I can use this year?" 

o Take Breaks- Be honest- how long can you really concentrate on one topic? That is how long your study 

session should be.  When your mind starts to wander, it's time to do something different.  Best practice 

is to take a ten minute break for every hour that you study. 

 Ask the quizzers "How long does it take before you lose focus?" 

o Experiment- There are lots of different ways to memorize. Try a variety of methods for different 

subjects. 

 Ask the quizzers "What are some ways that you've tried that aren't effective?" 

 Ask the quizzers "What are some ways that you've tried that are effective?" 

 Three step process for better retention 

o Concentrate- deal with internal and external distractions 

 Ask the quizzers "What are some distractions that you normally face?" "How can you get rid of 

those distractions?" 

o Comprehend- make the material meaningful to you 

 Ask the quizzers "How can you comprehend the material by making it meaningful to you? 

o Remember- think of your memory as an office filing system 

 Ask the quizzers "Which of the three memories does your brain file information in when you 

are trying to memorize it?" Answer: Sensory/Short term depending on the time that we spend. 

 Ask the quizzers "How do we move the material from short term to long term?"  

Answer: Understand it instead of just memorize it and review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match Strategy (1a) – Scorekeeping Basics 

An introduction to scorekeeping - Positive Points   A score sheet for this round is attached.  

POSITIVE POINTS (What do I get points for?): 
1. Toss-up: +20 points for a correct answer to a toss-up question (individual and team scores) 

2. Bonus Question: +10 points for a correct answer to a bonus question (team score) 

3. Quiz Out Without Error: +10 points for correct answers to 4 toss-up questions without error by an individual 

(individual and team scores) 

4. 3rd Person Bonus: +10 additional points for a correct answer to a toss-up question by a 3rd team member (team score) 

5.4th Person Bonus:  +10 additional points for a correct answer to a toss-up question by a 4th team member (team score) 

6. 5th Person Bonus: +10 additional points for a correct answer to a toss-up question by a 5th team member (team score) 

No individual or team scores are tallied for a tie-breaker question. 

Scorekeeping Notation: 

Correct Toss-up: 20 Incorrect Toss-up: E Bonus answered incorrectly: B         Bonus answered correctly:  B 

Keep track of bonus points by placing a "10" in the Bonus and Penalty Points row. 

Keep track of the number of quizzers with correct toss-ups above the question numbers.  

Practice Makes Perfect: 
Pass out a blank score sheet to each quizzer 

Have them fill in two team names: Team Paul and Team Luke 

Have them fill in quizzers for each team:           

 Team Paul- Peter, Timothy, Saul, Judas, James  Team Luke- Matthew, Mark, John, Andrew, Simon 

Give them the following scenario and then check their score sheets:       

Q1: Timothy-Correct 
Q2: Judas-Correct 
Q3: Matthew-Incorrect , Bonus-Correct 
Q4: Mark-Correct 
Q5: Judas-Correct 
Q6: Peter- Correct 
Q7: Judas-Correct 
Q8: Matthew-Correct 
Q9:Saul-Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect 
Q10: John-Correct 

Q11: Saul-Correct 
Q12: Judas-Correct 
Q13: Saul-Incorrect, Bonus-Correct 
Q14:James-Correct 
Q15: Andrew-Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect 
Q16: Matthew-Correct 
Q17: Mark-Correct 
Q18: Peter-Correct 
Q19: John-Correct 
Q20: Peter-Correct 

 

Final Scores: Team Paul-250,2E Team Luke-140,2E 

Peter-60,0E;  Timothy-20,0E;  Saul-20,2E;  Judas-90,0E;  James-20,0E 

Matthew-40, 1E;  Mark-40,0E;  John-40,0E;  Andrew-0,1E;  Simon-0,0E 

Other Items to check for:  

Q3: Peter will have a B, Matt will have an E 

Q6:Team Paul 3rd person bonus 

Q10: Team Luke 3rd person bonus 

Q11:Team Paul 4th person bonus 

Q12:Team Paul & Judas Quiz out without error bonus 

Q14:Team Paul 5th person bonus 

Q15: James should have a B (not Judas) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match Strategy (1b) – Scorekeeping Basics 

An introduction to scorekeeping - Penalty Points 

PENALTY POINTS (What Can I Lose Points for?): 
1. –10 points for a late line-up (team score) 

2. –10 points for every error beginning with the 16th question (team score) 

3. –10 points for every team error beginning with the 5th error (team score) 

4. –10 points for the 3rd individual error (individual and team score) 

5. –10 points for all fouls committed by a team or any member of that team beginning with the 2nd 

foul (team score) 

6. –10 points for every overruled challenge beginning with the 2nd (team score) 

7. –10 points for every challenge containing erroneous information (team score) 

8. –10 points for every rebuttal containing erroneous information (team score) 

- No more than 10 points may be deducted for any error. However, additional points may be 
deducted for fouls, erroneous information, etc on the same question. 
-No individual or team scores are tallied for a tie-breaker question. 

Scoring Notation: 
Mark fouls next to the quizzer's name, challenges and appeals under the running score, team errors/fouls above the 

question numbers. 

Keep track of penalty points by placing a "-10" in the Bonus and Penalty Points row. 

Practice Makes Perfect: 
Pass out a blank score sheet to each quizzer 

Have them fill in two team names: Team Paul and Team Luke 

Have them fill in quizzers for each team:           

 Team Paul- Peter, Timothy, Saul, Judas, James  Team Luke- Matthew, Mark, John, Andrew, Simon 

Give them the following scenario and then check their score sheets:       

Q1: Timothy-Incorrect, Bonus-Correct 
Q2: Judas-Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect, Challenge by 
Team Paul Overruled, Rebuttal contained erroneous 
information 
Q3: Matthew-Correct  
Q4: Mark-Correct 
Q5: Judas-Incorrect, Bonus-Correct, Foul on Andrew 
Q6: Peter- Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect 
Q7: Judas-Correct 
Q8: Matthew-Correct 
Q9:Saul-Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect 
Q10: John-Correct 

Q11: Saul-Correct 
Q12: Judas-Correct, Foul on Mark 
Q13: Saul-Incorrect, Bonus-Correct 
Q14:Saul-Correct 
Q15: Andrew-Incorrect, Bonus-Incorrect 
Q16: Matthew-Correct 
Q17: Mark-Incorrect, Bonus Incorrect 
Q18: Judas-Incorrect, Bonus-Correct, Challenge by Team 
Paul Overruled, Foul on Timothy 
Q19: John-Correct 
Q20: Peter-Correct 

 
Final Scores: Team Paul-70,7E Team Luke-140,2E 

Peter-20,1E;  Timothy-0,1E;  Saul-40,2E;  Judas-30,3E;  James-0,0E 

Matthew-60, 0E;  Mark-20,1E;  John-40,0E;  Andrew-0,1E;  Simon-0,0E 

 

Other Items to check for:  

Q2: -10 Team Luke for erroneous information 

Q12: -10 Team Luke for 2nd team foul 

Q17: -10 Team Luke for Error after question 15 

Q18: -10 Judas Error out, -10 2nd over-ruled 
challenge 

 



  



Match Strategy (2a) – Jumping (The HOW) 

Jumping is an important aspect of Bible Quizzing, however without at least a basic knowledge of the scripture, learning 

to jump effectively will not make a better quizzer.  Knowledge comes first, then jumping. (Until your team is studying, 

they don't need this lesson on how to jump.) 

How to Jump 
1. Rules for Jumping.  
 

 A valid jump has the following requirements: 

o The quizzer will have his/her feet on the floor. 

o The quizzer will move forward toward a standing position. 

 An invalid jump is the result of violating any of the following requirements: 

o The quizzer may not have their feet resting on any part of the seat at any time after “Question” is said 

and until all points have been awarded.   

o The quizzer may not touch any part of the seat or the floor with their hands at any time after “Question” 

is said and until all points have been awarded.  

o The quizzer that wins a jump may not return to their seat prior to being recognized by the quizmaster. 

o Committing any jump that does not meet the requirements of a valid jump.    
  

2. Finding your Jump. 
 

The best position for jumping is one in which the slightest forward movement will result in turning your light on.  The 
most effective way to do this is to have most of your body weight forward of your center of gravity.   
 

Let's try it: 
o Place your pad towards the back of the seat. 
o Sit down on the pad and lean forward (sometimes it helps to put one foot in front of the other). 
o Scoot yourself forward until you are barely touching your pad and your light is off. 

*Once you are in this position, it is important to find a quick and easy movement that will turn your light on. 
o Experiment with many different small movements to see what will turn on your light  (Every quizzer is different). 

o Pick 2 or 3 movements that seem successful and we are going to narrow it down to 1 in Finding the Flicker Zone. 
 

3. Finding the Flicker Zone 
 

The Flicker Zone is when you're in a position where you can make your light flicker on and off with control by using the 
slightest movement (often times invisible to the eye). 
 

o Pick one of the two or three movements you selected in the previous section and try to make your light come on 
and then off, on and then off, on and then off (all in about 3 seconds). *Do this with all movements you chose in 
the previous section. 

o Eliminate any movements that were unsuccessful. 
o With any remaining movements, try to make your light come on (hold for 2 seconds), then off (for a split 

second), then on (hold for 2 seconds), then off and right back on. *If you've found a movement that allows you 
to do this, congratulations you've found your unique jump! 
 

4. Jumps to avoid 
 

o  Never under any circumstances sit all the way back in your seat during the reading of the question because if 
you do, you will be the last one up! Even if you know you aren't jumping on the next question for strategic 
purposes, don't let the other team know by sitting all the way back. 

o Avoid any jumps that are too tiring on your legs or abs.  Some jumps while effective at finding the flicker zone 
are too hard to maintain throughout an entire day of quizzing. 

o Avoid any jumps where your hands are almost touching the floor or the seat. 
o Avoid any jumps where your feet are almost touching the seat. 

 

 



Match Strategy (2b) – Jumping (The WHEN) 

Jumping is an important aspect of Bible Quizzing, however without at least a basic knowledge of the scripture, learning 

to jump effectively will not make a better quizzer.  Knowledge comes first, then Jumping. (Until your team is studying, 

they don't need this lesson on when to jump.) 

When to Jump 
1. Anticipating the Jump  

Ask the quizzers "What are some factors that affect when you jump?"  
There are a few key items to take into account when trying to anticipate the right time to jump. 

o Knowledge of the Scripture- without good knowledge of the Scripture, pre-jumping is almost 

impossible on most questions, stress this to your quizzers.  Most quizzers want to learn how and when to 
jump right away, but it's unnecessary unless they have good knowledge of the material.   

o To judge a quizzer's knowledge, have them mark questions at the point that they are able to 
complete them. 

o Help them improve their anticipation and encourage them to study more by doing quiz rounds where 
you only read each question to the point where it becomes unique.   

o Reading the Quizmaster's lips- It's important to be able to read the Quizmaster's lips to get the extra 

word or syllable.  Use the 1-2-3 Challenge from the South Carolina Quizzing Pinterest Page 
(http://www.pinterest.com/BibleQuizzingSC/teen-bible-quizzing/)  to teach this skill.  

o Quizmaster's speech pattern- It's important to realize whether the Quizmaster speaks quickly or 

slowly when reading a question.  If the Quizmaster speaks quickly it will be beneficial to jump earlier in the 
question because the Quizmaster will still get out a word or two after you decide to jump.  If the Quizmaster 
speaks slowly it is better to wait to jump until the word right before the word that will point the quizzer to 
the correct question.  Use the 1-2-3 Challenge again but switch your speech patterns each time to make the 
quizzer pick up on different speeds and adjust their jumps. 

o Jumps on different types of questions- Depends on strength (knowledge of material) of quizzers. 

 Advanced Quizzers: anticipate on verses/according to’s, 3rd to 4th word on others.  Often times this 
will lead to multiple answers for a question (see rulebook for explanation on acceptable situations for 
multiple questions/answers).   

 To anticipate on verses means to jump before the first word of the verse and read the 
Quizmaster's lips to get the first syllable of the verse. Ex: Finish this verse (jump here) They 
(read lips to get "They"). 

 To anticipate on an according to means to jump early and read the Quizmaster's lips just as 
they are saying the verse that the question comes from.  Ex: According to Acts Chapter 4 
verse (jump here) 6(read lips to get "6").   

 Intermediate Quizzers: anticipate on verses, 3rd to 4th word on acc to’s, 5th to 6th word on others. 
 Beginning Quizzers: 1st or 2nd word on verses, near the end on everything else. 

 

 

2. Sending a Quizzer 
o WHAT: Telling a quizzer to jump at a specific point in a question, trusting in their knowledge to be able to 

successfully finish the question and give the answer.   

o WHEN to do this: 
  Most commonly done on General questions. 
 Can be used to get your team started in a round. 
 Can be used to finish out a close round where you have to take the jumps to win. 
 Can be used to finish out a close round where if you take every jump and get just one or two right then 

you will win.   
o WHEN to jump: Depending on the strength of the other team and the score of the round this is generally 

done on the 2nd, 3rd or 4th word of the question.   
o There are many games/activities on the SC Bible Quizzing Pinterest page that can help teach a quizzer to 

jump this early and finish the question.   


